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The BabbleGuard has an LED light
bar, with a sophisticated sound
sensor, which will vary its colour
using the traffic light pattern of
green, amber and red to reflect the
level of sound in the room.

The BabbleGuard can be used in a
wide range of environments and is
quick to set up and easy to use.
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The BabbleGuard, is a beautifully simple solution to encourage keeping room noise
at a comfortable level to promote concentration, listening and learning

Connevans

BabbleGuard – Information and Instructions

Made in Britain since 1961. Supplied around the world

The Babbleguard has three components in the system:
An LED light bar, control unit and power supply.
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Bright, clear and easy to
see but not distracting

Easy access to sensitivity
control for adjusting

to different
lesson formats

Mains
powered

1. When the BabbleGuard is green, you know the sound level is good 

and everyone will be able to hear and concentrate.

2. The amber light tells the children they are getting a little loud
and need to regulate their noise level

The Babbleguard is very easy to set up and use.

The main thing you need to set is the dB sensitivity control on the front of the control unit,
turning up or down the ‘red’ noise trigger level to suit your lesson.

The control unit also has a sounder which can be turned on 
if required, there is a choice of 4 sounds and a volume control.

3. Red (with an optional beep as an additional alert) tells the room that the sound level in the classroom has got too high
and everyone needs to quieten down!

dB sensitivity
control

Sounder controls

Create a good acoustic environment

The BabbleGuard control unit is designed to respond slowly to sound, like a professional sound level meter. 
This feature stops it being triggered by a banging door or a shout.

Babbleguard product code 86BABBLE1

Control unit

Power supply
LED light bar



There are no hard and fast rules,
you can always use your own
sticky tape on the side ‒ the
choice is yours! 

Control unit ‒ adhesive tape or 2 screws and wall plugs

BabbleGuard – Information and Instructions

CAUTIONS:
Only use the correct power supply unit Connevans p/n MXNJS800A.
Never insert any other 3.5mm jack plug into the indicator output socket or load device other than one approved by Connevans ‒ this would
damage the control unit and/or the device being plugged into it.
If fitted using the sticky tape, please expect damage to the mounting surface in the event of removing it.

44.5 mm

Power saving
If the sound level in the room is ‘green’ for 60 minutes or more, then the control unit switches off the LEDs
to save power and the unit automatically enters a low power standby mode. 

Once in standby mode, when the noise in the room exceeds the yellow threshold the Babbleguard will
automatically wake up and show the appropriate colour.

Audible sounder ‒ if required
In addition to the sounder ON/OFF and volume control you can select from 
a choice of 4 sounds and adjust the delay before the sounder triggers. This is
done using the switches on the base of the control unit. Note: Switch 1 is unused and is left in the OFF position. 
Switch 2 is the delay for the audible alert ‒ OFF for shorter delay, ON for longer delay.

Switches 3 and 4 ‒ selecting different ON/OFF positions gives a choice of four sound patterns.
Hint ‒ an unbent paperclip is ideal for changing switch settings.

Adjusting sound trigger level
This will depend very much upon the teaching
environment and is down to the teacher as to
how they wish to use the Babbleguard. Turning
up the dB control will display red less often. 
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LED light bar ‒ normally wall mounted using supplied
adhesive tape or 2 clips, screws and wall plugs.

When using screw
fixing.
1 Fit 2 screws 

vertically 44.5mm
(13/4”) apart

2 Fit and twist unit
clockwise

It is recommended to use the supplied cable clips to
run cables neatly up the wall and to stop them being
caught or pulled.
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Installation
The control unit is normally mounted on the wall at shoulder height and the LED indicator bar is mounted in a
clearly visible location such as on top of a classroom white board ‒ see illustration overleaf. The LED indicator bar
may be mounted horizontally or vertically.

If you have not used a Babbleguard before we would recommend connecting up the system and having a quick
trial before fitting to the wall. This will also give you the opportunity to make any switch setting changes while they
are easily accessible. 

Power on
When the Babbleguard  is switched on at the mains, an automatic start up self diagnostic sequences runs.
The LED light bar will show green, then yellow then red for two cycles after which normal operation starts and it
will respond to the sound level in the room. 
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